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1 of 1 review helpful thought provoking powerful literature with typos By Dean M Wheatley This is illustrated fiction 
It isn t your average graphic novel Imagine a book where most pages have their own illustrations If you re looking for 
a titillating tale with hard core lesbian action then this isn t the book for you This reads like a true story and is told 
from the perspective of a flawed vulnerable and Publishers Weekly called Michelle Tea a modern day Beat a kind of 
pop ambassador to the world of the tattooed pierced politicized and sex radical queer grrls of San Francisco She 
dramatizes the hopes and hurts apathies and ambitions of young lesbians looking for love in the Mission District Rent 
Girl continues Tea s graphic and uncompromising autobiographical bender telling the story of her years as a prostitute 
with provocative and richly illustrated work 
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